KEY DESIGN CRITERIA
1. Hand wash sink to be positioned at convenient location to encourage hand washing
2. Mobile computer workstation so that the clinician can chart and face patient seated in chair, as well as move close to patient and interact, monitor to be placed on cart and PC mounted beneath
3. Room sized to accommodate easy wheelchair access
4. Room layout is to provide "staff" and "patient" zones to afford patient privacy
5. Layout to provide ready access to frequently used equipment
6. Two chairs for family members of patients (one to be armless)
7. Wire management to be per IT Standards
8. All exposed fasteners to be brushed (chrome) finish
9. Provide door restrictor hardware (chain) at casework doors along walls
10. No curtains or tracks shall be provided
11. All accessories in the room shall be coordinated, paper towel dispenser shall have a button to release - no "key" locks
12. Refer to Interior Finish Schedule for finishes

OTHER FEATURES:
1. SEAMLESS FLOOR
2. RUBBER BASE
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EXAM 1 / 4" = 1'-0"
KEY DESIGN CRITERIA
1. Ceiling grid to continue to walls above casework upper cabinets.
KEY DESIGN CRITERIA
1. Sinks shall meet the FGI Guideline requirements
2. Gooseneck faucet and wrist blade handles
3. Refer to reflected ceiling plan for additional M.E.P. information